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Abstract: Many concerned citizens, including judges, bureaucrats, politicians, activists, journalists, and academics, have been claiming that Indian democracy has been imperilled under the premiership of Narendra Modi, which began in 2014. To examine this claim, the Article sets up an analytic framework for accountability mechanisms liberal democratic constitutions put in place to provide a check on the political executive. The assumption is that only if this framework is dismantled in a systemic manner can we claim that democracy itself is in peril. This framework helps distinguish between actions that one may disagree with ideologically but are nonetheless permitted by an elected government, from actions that strike at the heart of liberal democratic constitutionalism. Liberal democratic constitutions typically adopt three ways of making accountability demands on the political executive: vertically, by demanding electoral accountability to the people; horizontally, by subjecting it to accountability demands of other state institutions like the judiciary and fourth branch institutions; and diagonally, by requiring discursive accountability by the media, the academy, and civil society. This framework assures democracy over time – i.e. it guarantees democratic governance not only to the people today, but to all future peoples of India. Each elected government has the mandate to implement its policies over a wide range of matters. However, seeking to entrench the ruling party’s stranglehold on power in ways that are inimical to the continued operation of democracy cannot be one of them. The Article finds that the first Modi government in power between 2014 and 2019 did indeed seek to undermine each of these three strands of executive accountability. Unlike the assault on democratic norms during India Gandhi’s Emergency in the 1970s, there is little evidence of a direct or full-frontal attack during this period. The Bharatiya Janata Party government’s mode of operation was subtle, indirect, and incremental, but also systemic. Hence, the Article characterizes the phenomenon as “killing a constitution by a thousand cuts.” The incremental assaults on
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democratic governance were typically justified by a combination of a managerial rhetoric of efficiency and good governance (made plausible by the undeniable imperfection of our institutions) and a divisive rhetoric of hyper-nationalism (which brands political opponents of the party as traitors of the state). Since its resounding victory in the 2019 general elections, the Modi government appears to have moved into consolidation mode. No longer constrained by the demands of coalition partners, early signs suggest that it may abandon the incrementalist approach for a more direct assault on democratic constitutionalism.
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“[W]e must ... observe the caution which John Stuart Mill has given to all who are interested in the maintenance of democracy, namely, not ‘to lay their liberties at the feet of even a great man, or to trust him with powers which enable him to subvert their institutions’.”


**Introduction**

As established democracies – such as Poland, Hungary, Turkey, Brazil, South Africa, and Israel – witness democratic deconsolidation, the world’s largest democracy has sadly not been an exception. To be sure, there are no tanks on the streets of Delhi, nor is there an official declaration of a national emergency. Rights have not, formally, been suspended and most elections will take place on time. The mode of democratic decline in India, inasmuch as it is incremental and systemic, also seems to be following global trends of the early 21st century. There are key differences too, for India’s experience with democratic deconsolidation has been

1 John Stuart Mill, Considerations on Representative Government 3 (Longmans, Green and Co. 1872).
4 Constitutional Democracy in Crisis? (Mark A. Graber, Sanford Levinson & Mark Tushnet eds., 2018).
different from Hungary’s or Poland’s. India’s longer history with democracy and the relative strength of its institutions has meant that one term in office (between 2014 and 2019) was insufficient for the ruling party to establish its stranglehold on power. And yet, sufficient groundwork was laid for a successor Bharatiya Janata Party (hereinafter, the “BJP”) administration toward securing its oft-repeated public hope of an “India free of the Congress Party” (the BJP’s main political rival) and of ruling the country for the next 50 years.6

While there has been much discussion of executive aggrandizement and the decay of democratic controls in Indian political discourse, this Article fills a scholarly gap by offering a thick description of the events during the first term of Mr. Narendra Modi as the Prime Minister of India to evidence the phenomenon in India. In doing so, the Article takes pains to avoid castigating any permissible political agenda a right-wing party in power may seek to pursue, and focusses only on actions that – taken as a whole – imperilled the continuing operation of liberal democratic constitutionalism. The focus is not on everything that ails Indian democracy, but only on those actions of the BJP government that threatened it.

This Article shows how the first Modi government in power in India between May 2014 and May 2019 consistently sought to erase the distinction between the party and the state by incrementally, but systemically, seeking to undermine or capture mechanisms that seek executive accountability. Section I outlines three key ways in which liberal democratic constitutions make the executive accountable: vertically by demanding electoral accountability to the people, horizontally by subjecting it to accountability demands of other state institutions like the political opposition, the judiciary, and fourth branch institutions, and diagonally by requiring discursive accountability to the media, the academy, and other civil society institutions. These institutional mechanisms are undermined when their power relative to the political executive is diminished (“executive aggrandizement”). They are captured when party loyalists take over the functioning of these institutions and make them pliant to the executive (“party-state fusion”).

Sections II, III, IV, and V map how the government headed by Mr. Modi incrementally and systemically undermined these three forms of accountability in its first five years in office, either by executive aggrandizement or by reducing the separation between the ruling political party and the state. These sections tend toward the descriptive – the detailed evidence they painstakingly document, however, is essential to sustain the systemicity claim made in this Article.

This incremental fusion of the party and the state, and the erosion of mechanisms seeking executive accountability were rationalized through a discourse of hyper-nationalism (which equated political opposition to the party with treason), a managerial discourse that promised probity, decisiveness, and efficiency (and painted political opponents as well as checking institutions as corrupt, indecisive, or inefficient), and a welfarist-developmental-populist discourse that characterized procedural requirements as hurdles that got in the way of delivering development to the people.

A brief, if unavoidably simplistic, overview of the political context leading up to Narendra Modi’s spectacular victory in 2014 might be helpful to readers who are less familiar with the Indian context. India became independent of British colonial rule in 1947, and in 1950 adopted a largely liberal, democratic, secular, and egalitarian Constitution. It included entrenched, judicially-enforceable, fundamental rights, a parliamentary system of government with an indirectly-elected and largely ceremonial presidency, a quasi-federal division of state power with a centralist bias, and separation of powers with a powerful and independent judiciary. Minorities of various stripes were given multiple forms of accommodation, including limited expressive accommodation of illiberal ideological groups such as Hindu nationalists. Until the late 1980s, India more-or-less functioned as a dominant party system, at least at the federal level. The Congress Party governed the country for most of this period, barring its disastrous, but brief, electoral punishment for the Emergency imposed by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi in the mid-70s.

The BJP, a Hindu-nationalist majoritarian party, won only two seats in the lower house of the federal Parliament in the 1984 general elections. In the 1990s, however, it rode a remarkable wave of popularity on the back of a demand for the construction of a Hindu temple on a site occupied by an Islamic mosque – the Babri Masjid – which was destroyed in late 1992, allegedly with the support and complicity of several prominent BJP leaders. It first came to power in 1998 and governed in coalition with smaller parties until 2004, under the premiership of its relatively centrist leader Mr. Atal Bihari Vajpayee. The Congress Party unexpectedly returned to power in 2004 and ruled as a coalition government under Prime Minister Manmohan Singh until 2014. During its last years, its government was mired in numerous corruption allegations, and Mr. Modi rode a powerful anti-incumbency wave to form a coalition government in 2014.

Two clarifications are necessary before we begin. First, the Article suggests that something distinctive happened during the first five Modi years. The systemicity of its assaults on all accountability-seeking mechanisms made it different

7 Amrita Basu, Narendra Modi and India’s Populist Democracy, 1 INDIAN POL. & POL’Y 83 (2018).
from previous governments, which had all been constitutionally naughty every
now and then; the subtlety and incrementalism of its assaults distinguished it from
more direct assaults on constitutionalism during the Emergency years under India
Gandhi,9 the three-and-a-half decades long Communist Party rule in the state of
West Bengal,10 and, possibly, even the second Modi administration elected with a
full parliamentary majority for the BJP in 2019. These comparisons make clear that
assaults on democracy can, and have, come from the political Left as well as the
political Right.

Second, by documenting these assaults on existing constitutional mecha-
nisms, I do not intend to suggest that the existing system was perfect. Far from it,
its weaknesses, in many cases, facilitated these attacks or helped justify them. It is,
in fact, a key feature of incremental authoritarianism that – like pretextual
discrimination – it always rationalizes its assaults on constitutional governance on
broadly accepted justifications (such as probity, efficiency, etc.). Myriad strands
need attention in order to arrive at an all-things-considered judgement on the
merits of each move, making it impossible for a thickly descriptive article of this
sort to decide in each case whether the purported rationales were wholly pre-
textual, partly so, or largely legitimate. Sections II–V, therefore, document an act
or attempt if one of its probable effects was executive aggrandizement or party-
state fusion. Even if some of them turn out, on a fuller analysis, to be largely
legitimate (despite their democratic costs), the systemicity and incrementalism of
the techniques used would nonetheless be apparent. One only needs to look at the
graph below based on data from the extremely reputable Varieties of Democracies
Index,11 depicting India’s performance on various democratic criteria since the
inauguration of its Constitution in 1950 until 2019, the last year for which the data
was available at the time of writing this Article.

9 P.N. Dhar, Indira Gandhi, the “Emergency”, and Indian Democracy (2000). Most of the consti-
tutional excesses of the Emergency were reversed by the Constitution (44th Amendment) Act 1978,
enacted by the Janata Party government that came to power after defeating Indira Gandhi in the
1977 general elections.
10 Sanjeeb Mukherjee, The Use and Abuse of Democracy in West Bengal, 42 Econ. & Pol. Wkly. 101,
101–08 (2007); Partha Sarathi Banerjee, Party, Power and Political Violence in West Bengal, 46
11 Michael Coppedge et al., V-Dem Dataset – Version 10, V-Dem: Varieties of Democracy
(2020), https://doi.org/10.23696/vdemds20; Daniel Pemstein et al., The V-Dem Measurement
Model: Latent Variable Analysis for Cross-National and Cross-Temporal Expert-Coded Data
https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/democracy-index-economist-intelligence-unit-
slipping-on-democracy-5600569/.
The two vertical lines mark the lead up to two periods of consistent decline across most markers of the health of a democracy in India: Gandhi’s Emergency in 1975 and Modi’s premiership in 2014. During the Emergency, democratic decline in India was across all indicators depicted below and was stark along all markers. In the Modi years, as I plan to argue, the decline has generally been less spectacular (barring the rapid decline in the independence of the Election Commission and campaign finance transparency), and evidences his incremental, but systemic, undermining of India’s democracy. Thus, the social science evidence for the argument in this Article is strong, despite the caveats above. What I now propose to do is to defend the arguments with more specific evidence, organized in a clear analytic framework described in the next section.

I Mechanisms for Executive Accountability

In this section, I provide an analytic framework of the ways in which liberal democratic constitutions seek executive accountability. Przeworski famously described a democracy as a system in which parties lose elections. As such,

---

12 This section draws heavily from Khaitan, supra note 5.
democracies – at least of the representative variety – are inherently unstable systems of organizing political power in one respect: every victorious democrat has an incentive to undermine its continued operation so that she does not lose her hard-won power in the next round of elections. Alongside the military and corporate wealth, the ruling political party is one of the biggest potential sources of threat to any democracy.\textsuperscript{14} Contrast this with other regime types. An autocracy is stable in the sense that those with the most power (the autocrats) have an interest in maintaining their power. The same is true of wealth-based oligarchies or inheritance-based monarchies. It may be that these other regimes face a greater degree of \textit{external} threats (external to the regime, that is, but not to the society at large). However, they are self-enforcing to the extent that they grant plenary political power to individuals and groups who are most interested in maintaining the stability of that particular regime type. The threat to a democratic regime comes from within.

The very idea of a democracy requires that every group must have genuine hope of acquiring some level of state power – at least some of the time.\textsuperscript{15} If this condition is breached, and a group in the polity is locked out of power semi-permanently, the regime is no longer a democracy. Furthermore, the stability of such a regime becomes vulnerable to \textit{external} threats – those locked out of power have no reason not to try and upend it. Thus, democracies trade off internal instability for external stability, whereas other – more exclusionary – regime-types are internally more stable and externally more vulnerable.

Democracies seek to protect themselves from this internal threat by creating mechanisms to ensure that those who currently enjoy political power do not foreclose the possibility of others acquiring it in their stead in the future. Although, in theory, all state power needs to be checked, it is the political executive, wielding the power of the sword, that is usually the most dangerous branch that internally threatens a democracy. Thus, the political executive is the main target of the accountability mechanisms that liberal democratic constitutions put in place.


The purpose of this framework is to assure democracy over time – i.e., it seeks to guarantee democratic governance not only to the people today, but to all future peoples of that country. While each elected government has the mandate to implement its policies over a wide range of issues, seeking to reduce the effectiveness of these modes of accountability is best understood as an effort to entrench the ruling party’s stranglehold on power in ways that are inimical to the continued operation of democracy. A democracy’s accountability demands can be organized around three axes.

In the first of these axes, democracy seeks electoral – also called vertical – accountability from the political executive. The executive is required (either directly, as in presidential systems, or indirectly, as in parliamentary systems) to periodically seek the endorsement of the people through free and fair elections. In parliamentary systems, vertical accountability can be undermined in several ways: the political executive may extend the interval between elections, remove parliament’s power to vote down a government and seek new elections, or do away with the requirement that ministers must be elected representatives. Vertical accountability mechanisms can be captured by reducing the separation between the ruling party and the state through measures such as gerrymandering, electorate manipulation, vote rigging, voter disenfranchisement, biased campaign finance, and other electoral laws that give the ruling party an unfair electoral advantage over the opposition.

The threat of losing the next election often stops the executive from overreaching in ways that may not go down well with the electorate. On the other hand, this also encourages it to overreach in ways that will. In particular, electorates can sometimes be tempted to compromise their interest (and the interest of future generations) in democratic governance over the long term for (often illusory) short-term promises. A prejudiced majority can persecute a hated minority too, often by seeking to permanently exclude it from political power. Furthermore, even for the electorate to express its will, a free and fair electoral contest is necessary – this at least needs a neutral referee and is not something one of the contestants can be trusted with. This is why most liberal constitutions tend not to be satisfied with electoral accountability alone.

The second axis of accountability for the executive is therefore institutional or horizontal. To secure this, a constitution subjects the actions of the executive to the scrutiny of several other state institutions, including a legislature, a judiciary, and various “fourth branch” institutions that include an auditor-

---

general, an electoral commission, a human rights watchdog, an anti-corruption ombudsoffice, a chief public prosecutor, and so on. These institutions are variously constituted. Some of them are themselves elected, primarily the legislature, and are therefore most likely to be controlled or influenced by the political executive (in parliamentary systems). Usually, it is only the political opposition within the legislature that performs any checking function. Other institutions, such as the judiciary and other high constitutional offices are constituted through appointments. The appointment mechanism, especially the balance between the respective roles of the political executive and the political opposition in appointments, along with their functional autonomy, is key to the independence of these appointed institutions. Finally, some of these institutions, especially the lower-ranked offices in the bureaucracy and the judiciary, are selected – often through competitive exams.

The political opposition and independent, unelected, state institutions are best able to keep the ruling party and the political executive in check so long as they remain independent and powerful enough to do their job. This ability also makes them extremely attractive targets for executive subordination or party capture.

The third dimension of executive accountability is discursive: to continue with the spatial metaphor, we could call this diagonal accountability. This is the accountability of the executive (along with other state institutions) to justify its actions in a public discourse with what is called “civil society.” Particular civil society institutions, which play a key role in ensuring this discursive accountability, include the media, universities, campaign groups, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), trade unions, religious organizations, and charities.

A pressure on the discursive axis often takes the form of a direct violation of the liberal guarantees of free speech and association (including press freedom

---


18 This is especially true of India, where individual representatives risk losing their seats if they defy a party whip: see generally INDIA CONST. sch 10.

and academic freedom). The goal is often to silence or buy-out criticism and encourage praise for the executive and/or the ruling political party. The most extreme method of securing this is by shutting down civil society organizations seen as hostile to the ruling party or capturing them through a take over by party loyalists. Frequently, lower level threats, violence, and ill-motivated regulation also suffice. These pressures undermine not only liberty but also democracy because electoral accountability needs discursive accountability to operate effectively. Citizens cannot exercise their function of electorally holding governments to account unless they are properly informed by discursive civil society institutions.

II Attacks on Electoral Accountability

Since it came to power in 2014, the BJP has tried to give itself a partisan advantage in future electoral contests by seeking to change the rules of the game. At least some of these efforts succeeded in the first Modi term, while the others are being vigorously pursued in the second term that began in 2019. At a macro level, this is especially apparent in the nose-diving V-Dem indices concerning campaign finance transparency and the Election Commission’s autonomy.

A Demographic Change

The BJP has a long-standing policy of seeking demographic change by increasing the proportion of Hindus in relation to Muslims. While its main motivation is ideological, such demographic change is likely to benefit the party electorally: for, although not all Hindus vote for the BJP, very few Muslims do, given that the party’s main political plank is unrelenting hostility toward Muslims. The Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (“RSS”), BJP’s ideological mentor, has long advised Hindu couples to produce more children. Despite constitutional


21 Only the former is discussed in this section. Issues concerning electoral administration are dealt with in a later section on horizontal mechanisms.

guarantees of religious freedom, several BJP-ruled states have passed anti-conversion laws over the years, which make it harder for a person to change their religion (in a Hindu-majority country, the target of these laws are clearly minority religions).  

Accusing Muslim men romancing Hindu girls of “love jihad,” the BJP launched a campaign to encourage Hindu men to marry Muslim women while discouraging Muslim men from marrying Hindu women (based, no doubt, on the patriarchal assumption that a woman adopts her husband’s religion upon marriage). The BJP government tabled an amendment to India’s citizenship laws – hitherto based on jus soli principles – that was designed primarily to extend citizenship to non-Muslim undocumented migrants in the state of Assam, while permitting the deportation of millions of Muslims who failed to prove their residence in India before 1971. A senior BJP leader and a minister in the Assam government bragged publicly that the Bill was designed to make Assam a “fort” for India’s “indigenous people” – a code for non-Muslims for a party that has long associated Islam in India with foreign invaders. The virulent form of exclusive nationalism practiced under the Modi regime would have been bad enough for India’s democracy.

Pursuing demographic changes as part of this ideological agenda challenged even minimalist conceptions of democracy. The government was unable to get the Bill enacted in its first term because of stiff opposition in the upper house (Council of States or Rajya Sabha) of the federal Parliament, but succeeded in doing so in the first year of its second term. Even though the actual demographic dividends did not accrue directly to the BJP in the 2019 general elections, it allowed the party to run a sharply polarized anti-Muslim campaign that is likely to have benefitted it electorally.

27 Maya Tudor, India’s Nationalism in Historical Perspective: The Democratic Dangers of Ascendant Nativism, 1 INDIA POL. & POL’Y 107 (2018).
B Campaign Finance

In 2014, two major national parties – the BJP and the Congress – were held liable for illegally accepting foreign contributions.\(^28\) In response, the BJP government retrospectively amended the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act 2010 to narrow the definition of a foreign company, and thereby remove the illegality.\(^29\) This was done surreptitiously – not through a standalone Bill amending the 2010 Act, but via clauses slipped into the Finance Act 2016 (which granted retrospective immunity for receiving illegal foreign donations after 2010)\(^30\) and another amendment through the Finance Act 2018 (which extended the immunity to all donations received since 1976).\(^31\) The amendments not only legalized foreign funding of political parties, they also created a new funding vehicle called “electoral bonds” that ensured full anonymity of the donor.\(^32\) Finance Bills have hundreds of clauses containing many big-ticket items which are in the public domain for a very limited period, so the possibility of proper legislative scrutiny is limited. Furthermore, Rajya Sabha cannot veto “Money Bills.”\(^33\) The partisan character of the new electoral bonds – the only legal way in which a party may secure foreign funding – is evident from these figures: in the 2017–18 financial year (the first year during which the scheme operated), the BJP received anonymous donations through electoral bonds amounting to Rupees 210 crores (or Rupees 2.1 billion – amounting to about 20.4% of the BJP’s total


\(^{30}\) Finance Act, No. 28 of 2016, INDIA CODE, § 236.

\(^{31}\) Finance Act, No. 13 of 2018, INDIA CODE, § 220.


declared earnings), the Congress received Rupees five crores (or Rupees 50 million), and the regional parties received nothing. In other words, the BJP garnered 97.7% of funds that were legitimized by surreptitious changes to campaign finance laws! This resulted in the costliest Lok Sabha (lower chamber of Indian Parliament or “House of the People”) elections in history, with the BJP accounting for an estimated 45% of the total expenditure. While the precise role of this financial advantage in the electoral outcome is hard to pin down, the sheer scale of it makes it difficult to dismiss it as irrelevant to the party’s spectacular victory.

C Electoral Schedule

One of the major changes in the Indian electoral system that Prime Minister Modi personally advocated for time and again during his tenure was to hold simultaneous elections for the lower chamber of Indian Parliament and state-level legislative assemblies. Each of these houses has a five-year term. The national and state-level elections were automatically synchronized until 1967. Since then, elections have taken place in a staggered manner because of the early dissolution of some legislatures. Today, at least one election takes place each year. Those in favour of a move to a “one-country-one-poll” system argue that back-to-back electoral campaigns cause a distraction from effective governance. They further argue that making elections a once-in-five-years affair will reduce the costs of conducting and contesting elections. Offering such managerial justifications

36 In some cases, the Central Government dismissed the State Governments using its power of imposing “President’s Rule” under Article 356. See LAW COMMISSION OF INDIA, DRAFT REPORT: SIMULTANEOUS ELECTIONS 2–3 (Aug. 30, 2018), http://www.lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/reports/Simultaneous_Elections.pdf.
37 Id. at 3.
39 Id.
(like efficiency and rationalization) for a reform that would deliver partisan bonus was a key characteristic of this government’s rhetoric.

Other than the political opposition, the only state institution that resisted the move in public debates was the outgoing Election Commissioner of India.\(^4^0\) Disagreeing with the efficiency rationale for simultaneous polls, OP Rawat claimed that, given the logistical difficulties of holding simultaneous polls in a country of India’s size, “instead of savings, there may be losses and the costs could get higher.”\(^4^1\) The proposal was shelved in the face of the opposition, but has been revived by the second Modi administration. Furthermore, very serious allegations were made about the schedule of the 2019 general elections campaign, which, critics pointed out, was designed to benefit the BJP.\(^4^2\)

A system of simultaneous polls every five years across India would lead to executive aggrandizement because is likely to take away the legislature’s power to dismiss an administration that no longer enjoys its confidence (at least in cases where there is no alternative administration that can command its confidence either). BJP President Amit Shah did not even disguise the fact that the move was designed to secure fixed tenures for the political executive in his letter to the Law Commission recommending it.\(^4^3\) A key tenet of parliamentary democracy is the legislature’s and the political executive’s ability to fire one another. Essentially, a simultaneous polls system would take away the legislature’s power to fire the political executive, thereby shifting the regime toward the BJP’s long sought-after ideological goal of a presidential system – or as close as you can get to it while still pretending to be abiding by parliamentary democracy. Since parliamentary democracy is part of the unamendable basic structure of India’s Constitution, an informal constitutional change is being attempted.\(^4^4\)


Simultaneous polls are also likely to give electoral advantage to the BJP, at least in the short term, thereby reducing the distance between the ruling party and the state. When multiple elections take place simultaneously, big-ticket elections (usually the federal elections) tend to influence down-ballot races at the state level – even if, technically, a voter is free to choose candidates from different parties in the two races.\textsuperscript{45} Given the party system in India, this is likely to benefit national parties at the cost of state-based regional parties.\textsuperscript{46} Furthermore, fully aware of the populist appeal of Prime Minister Modi and the absence of a similarly populist leader in its main rival – the Congress party – a nationwide simultaneous poll in the prevailing political climate could have significantly cemented the BJP’s electoral advantage across the country.

The last two changes – the proposal for simultaneous elections and the changes to foreign political donations laws – were designed to target smaller, regional parties which often force the national parties into coalition governments and are a key check on the political executive. In state government, regional parties tend to act more independently of the will of the federal government and are therefore a constant source of irritation to the national parties. The BJP government is therefore trying to nudge India’s electoral system toward a two-party system by stifling the space occupied by the smaller parties. Combined with its efforts to decimate the national political rival, the Congress Party, and to accrue electoral advantages by disenfranchising Muslims, its aspiration is to achieve an effectively one-party state.

III Erosion of Institutional Accountability I: Containing the Opposition

Not only did the BJP government seek to undermine electoral accountability to the citizens, it also systematically assaulted institutions that seek horizontal


accountability from the political executive. These political institutions provided a voice to the Opposition, and therefore invited frequent “constitutional hardball” tactics from the government.

A Weakening the Political Opposition: Non-appointment of the Leader of Opposition

Levitsky and Ziblatt argue that denying the legitimacy of political opponents by describing them as subversives posing an existential threat is a key feature of authoritarian behaviour. A BJP General Secretary’s accusation of treason against the political opposition when it formed an anti-BJP alliance in Kashmir is typical of the BJP’s characterisation of the Congress Party and very much meets Ziblatt and Levitsky’s criterion.50

In the 2014 general elections, the BJP secured a comfortable majority in Lok Sabha. In India, the Leader of Opposition is (at least textually) not a constitutional office. According to a 1977 legislation that governs the position, the leader of the largest opposition party and recognized by the Speaker as such is the Leader of Opposition. However, the BJP-appointed Attorney General opined that there is no law that obliges the Speaker to recognize a Leader of the Opposition if no opposition party’s numerical strength is at least equal to the quorum of the House (i.e. one-tenth of its membership, or 55 seats). The BJP-appointed Lok Sabha Speaker refused to recognize a Leader of Opposition on the ground that the Congress Party

had garnered only 44 out of 543 seats. Although several commentators doubted the legality of this decision, India’s overburdened courts failed to rule on the legality of the Speaker’s decision even as the 16th Lok Sabha completed its five-year tenure in 2019.

Before 2014, the office of the Leader of Opposition had not been vacant since 1989. The absence of a designated Leader of Opposition mattered because it denied certain perks of office – like a salary and secretarial staff – to the opposition. Further, since 1989, Parliament had reformed or established several independent fourth branch institutions, whose appointment mechanisms of which require the participation of the Leader of Opposition. The orchestrated vacancy in this office was used by the government as an excuse to stall certain appointments to these fourth-branch institutions. The Supreme Court intervened to allow these appointments despite the vacancy in the office, which gave the government a free hand in such appointments. The 17th Lok Sabha, elected in 2019, does not have an opposition leader either.

B Undermining Bicameralism: Overriding Rajya Sabha’s Veto

In many parliamentary systems, bicameralism is a serious check on the power of the political executive which normally controls the lower legislative

57 See generally Rohatgi, supra note 53.
60 Id.
61 See “Special Invitee” Mallikarjun Kharge Refuses To Attend Lokpal Meet, NDTV (Sep. 19, 2018), https://www.ndtv.com/india-news/special-invitee-mallikarjun-kharge-refuses-to-attend-lokpal-meet-1919092 quoting Senior Congress leader Mallikarjun Kharge stating that “[a]n invitation as a special invitee without the right of participation, recording of opinion and voting in the procedure is an eyewash ….”
chamber. Generally, both houses of the bicameral Parliament must approve a bill to enact it into law. However, in India, certain bills regulating financial matters enlisted under Article 110 of the Constitution can be enacted as “money bills.” Once a bill is certified as a money bill by the Speaker of the lower house, the bill does not require the assent of the upper house to be enacted as law. In order to circumvent scrutiny by Rajya Sabha, where the BJP did not enjoy majority, a partisan Lok Sabha Speaker characterized the Aadhaar Bill 2016 – validating the national biometric identity program (Aadhaar) – as a money bill. The provisions of the Bill traversed far beyond the grounds for which the money bill process is normally allowed. However, the Supreme Court, in a split verdict, upheld the constitutionality of the process. The dissenting judge went on to call the usage of the money bill route to pass the Aadhaar Act a “fraud on the Constitution.”

While the Aadhaar Act attracted the most attention, the BJP government used the money bill route with unprecedented frequency, sidestepping the scrutiny by the upper house on some of the most controversial issues. As already noted, two of these usages were to amend campaign finance laws to retrospectively validate foreign donations to the BJP that had already been declared illegal by the Delhi High Court. The Finance Act 2017 also amended the Representation of the People Act 1951 and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Act 1934 to permit unlimited and anonymous corporate donations to political parties through the newly issued electoral bonds. With the Supreme Court’s endorsement of the Speaker’s

63 INDIA CONST. art. 110; see, e.g., Pratik Datta, Shefali Malhotra & Shivangi Tyagi, Judicial Review and Money Bills, 10 NUJS L. REV. 75 (2017).
67 Id. at [1143] (Chandrachud J).
extremely expansive understanding of a money bill, the upper house – often the sole repository of opposition power – was politically enervated.

C Unfair Legislative Process: Ignoring the Opposition

In 2018, in order to avoid a parliamentary debate on crucial financial issues, the government passed the Finance Bill and the Appropriation Bill under an extraordinary parliamentary procedure known as the “guillotine,” despite several suggested amendments and strong protest by the Opposition.70 This procedure allows the Speaker of the House to put a bill to vote without any discussion.71 The use of this procedure was especially disingenuous given that there were still three weeks left in the session of the House, so time was not of the essence.72 In 2019, with elections due within a couple of months, a lame-duck government used the interim budget procedure to present a full, populist, budget – the annual budget from for a government with a five-year term. Yashwant Sinha, the finance minister of India in a former BJP government, described it as a “mockery of the Constitution.”73

In 2018, when several opposition parties came together to move a no-confidence motion against the government, the Speaker delayed the motion for over a month.74 Such a delay on the part of the Speaker in accepting the no-confidence motion was unprecedented. Even though the government had the numbers, no-confidence motions serve an important function in seeking political accountability from the government, and therefore typically receive priority from the Speaker of the day.75

While the government comfortably won the no-confidence motion when it was

eventually brought up, it managed to avoid a publicly televised parliamentary 
debate on its performance before a crucial state election in Karnataka.76

D Attacking Federalism: Abuse of the Offices of Governors 
and Lieutenant Governors77

By no means the first government to do so, the BJP government continued 
India’s long and unfortunate tradition of abusing a constitutional design flaw – 
the centrally appointed office of a governor in every state in the country, who 
holds office at the president’s pleasure (manifested on the advice of the prime 
minister).78 Although a largely ceremonial head, the governor performs certain 
key political functions. Most importantly, in case of a hung assembly where no 
party has a clear majority, the governor appoints the leader of the party she 
believes is most likely to secure the confidence of the House as Chief Minister. 
The advantage of political office is so immense that even the few days within 
which a new Chief Minister has to prove her majority in the assembly are 
usually sufficient to coax, cajole, buy, or coerce the support of smaller parties, 
independents, and even factions within the main political rivals. Like its pre-
decessors, the BJP government dismissed nine governors appointed by the 
previous government soon after assuming power in 2014.79 BJP-appointed 
governors have typically obliged their political masters.

In 2016, obliging governors of the states of Uttarakhand and Arunachal Pra-
desh – which were ruled by parties that were in opposition at the center – reported 
that the constitutional machinery in these states had broken down, leading to the 
federal government dismissing the state governments and assuming direct rule.80

79 Sharma & Swenden, supra note 77, at 59.
In both cases, the Supreme Court intervened to restore the dismissed governments.\textsuperscript{81}

In 2017, when the Goa assembly returned with a hung verdict, the governor invited the alliance led by the BJP, which had superior numbers to the single-largest party (the Congress). However, in 2018, the Karnataka governor decided to invite the single-largest party lacking a majority (the BJP) rather than a coalition with a clear majority (that included the Congress) to form a government.\textsuperscript{82} It is clear that the decisions were motivated not by the likelihood of confidence but by partisan considerations. The Supreme Court made an uncharacteristically timely intervention by ordering an immediate floor-test in Karnataka,\textsuperscript{83} which the BJP failed.\textsuperscript{84} Consequently, its nominee stepped down as the Chief Minister, and the coalition formed the government.\textsuperscript{85}

In November 2018, when the non-BJP parties formed a coalition with a clear majority to form a government in the state of Jammu and Kashmir, the Governor simply dissolved the House and called for fresh elections, characterizing the alliance as “unholy.”\textsuperscript{86} The governor later hinted that by dissolving the assembly, he chose the lesser of the two evils and resisted pressure from the federal government to install a minority BJP government in the state instead.\textsuperscript{87}

While the occasion for abusing the governors’ offices arises only rarely, BJP-appointed lieutenant governors (LGs) – with a wider range of powers – have been


\textsuperscript{85} Id.


unrelenting in the abuse of their office in the union territories of Delhi and Puducherry. In 2015, a new party – the Aam Aadmi Party – arising out of an anti-corruption movement, formed government in National Capital Territory (NCT) of Delhi. Soon after Delhi election, the federal government, acting through the LG, not only made key appointments contrary to the wishes of the Delhi cabinet, but also obstructed major policies and legislative initiatives of the elected government of Delhi. In part, these controversies are owed to Delhi’s peculiar status in the Indian constitutional scheme. While it does have an elected parliamentary government, the powers of Delhi’s elected executive are somewhat less than those of fully-fledged states.

When the matter concerning the extent of the LG’s powers reached the Supreme Court, the Court interpreted the LG’s powers narrowly, holding that he cannot override a decision of the elected government of Delhi unless an “executive act of the government of the NCT is likely to impede or prejudice the exercise of the executive power of the Union government.” While the judicial caveat left enough ambiguity for the LG to continue with some meddling, even this limited relief came after the elected Delhi government had already completed almost three and a half of its five years in office. While LGs, like governors, are political appointees of the federal government, this level of interference by an LG is

90 INDIA CONST. art. 239AA(4) amended by The Constitution (69th Amendment) Act, 1991 (“In the case of difference of opinion between the Lieutenant Governor and his Ministers on any matter, the Lieutenant Governor shall refer it to the President for decision and act according to the decision given thereon by the President”).
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unprecedented.94 Furthermore, in Puducherry, another territory with a peculiar constitutional status comparable to Delhi, its LG – also appointed by the federal government – continued to interfere in policy decisions and day-to-day administration by the elected government until the intervention of the Madras High Court.95

Conventions surrounding center-state relations have also been breached. One opposition-ruled state that has earned the particular ire of the federal government is Bengal, whose chief minister has been an outspoken critic of Prime Minister Modi. In 2016, the government deployed the army throughout the state without the prior consent of the state government, and without any obvious threat to national security.96 In 2019, the center-controlled Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) moved to arrest the chief of the state police (who function under the supervision of the state government), again without the consent of the state government.97

---


E Side-lining the Cabinet and Rivals within the Party

The leadership tried to side-line not only the political opposition, but also allies and cabinet ministers from the BJP. Unlike a presidential system of government, in a parliamentary system the prime minister is technically the first among equals. No doubt, the actual power and influence of a prime minister depends on her personality, charisma, and the support she enjoys within the parliamentary party. Even so, members of the cabinet have usually exercised some restraint on her powers. Given the opaqueness around internal cabinet politics and the principle of collective responsibility, it is usually hard to know for certain whether and to what extent the cabinet has acted as a check on a prime minister. But the resignation letter of a minister from Modi’s cabinet does offer some clue:

You have systemically dismantled the functioning of the cabinet of the government that is mandated in our constitution. The Union Cabinet has been reduced to a mere rubber stamp, simply endorsing your decision without any deliberation. Ministers and officers posted in ministries have become figureheads as virtually all decisions are taken by you, your office and the BJP President. (Which is anti-constitutional)

…

“It is unfortunate that priority of the government is not to work for the poor and the oppressed but to fix political opponents by hook or by crook. Investigating agencies are being remote controlled by your office and the BJP President with the sole purpose of harassing leaders with contrarian views. Constitutional offices are being undermined and virtually every institution in the government has been subjected to political appropriation.”

Of course, words of a disgruntled ally, spoken when the relationship is breaking down, need to be taken with a pinch of salt. But complaints of autocratic behaviour have not just come from disgruntled allies, but from within the BJP itself. Soon after assuming power, the BJP President Amit Shah effectively purged the party of its veteran leaders by consigning them to a powerless advisory council (Margdarshak Mandal). These forcibly-retired party insiders

felt compelled to issue a public statement complaining that “the party is forced
to kow-tow to a handful and ... its consensual character has been destroyed.”

IV Erosion of Institutional Accountability II:
Capturing or Undermining the Judiciary &
Fourth Branch Institutions

The Modi government undermined mechanisms that allow appointed in-
stitutions to seek accountability from the executive. These institutions are
constituted not by elections but by various appointments processes, and typi-
cally include high constitutional offices. The higher judiciary is a key component.
So are a variety of fourth branch institutions that do not neatly fit into the
traditional tripartite division between the executive, the legislature and the
judiciary, and include the RBI, the Auditor General, the anti-corruption
watchdog, the Information Commission, the Election Commission, the Human
Rights Commissions, various equality commissions and so on. Although often
appointed by the executive in India, these fourth branch institutions are usually
meant to function independently and typically not required to report to any
governmental ministry.

A Interference with Judicial Independence and Appointments

The Indian Constitution envisages a wide jurisdiction for the Supreme Court. It is
an eccentric court that some commentators have described as “the most powerful

100 Devparna Acharya, After Advani, it’s Yashwant Sinha’s Turn: What’s Going on in BJP Party
Ranks is Hardly Unexpected, FirstPost (Feb. 01, 2016), https://www.firstpost.com/politics/after-
advani-its-yashwant-sinha-s-turn-whats-going-on-in-bjp-party-ranks-is-hardly-unexpected-
2606360.html.

frontline.in/cover-story/the-crisis-in-context/article10055190.ece. The very wide appellate juris-
diction of the Court has, in fact, become an impediment to its ability to satisfactorily perform its
constitutional defence function: see generally Tarunabh Khaitan, The Supreme Court as a Constit-
tutional Watchdog, 721 SEMINAR 22 (2019).
court of the world." It has significant influence over other judiciaries in the global South.

It is unsurprising that the power over the appointment of its judges has been a cause of a fraught relationship between the executive and the judiciary for almost the entire life of the Constitution. Partly in response to Indira Gandhi’s quest for a pliant judiciary in the 1970s, the Supreme Court established the “collegium,” a body comprising five senior-most judges, in 1993. On a strained interpretation of the Constitution, the collegium was primarily tasked with appointments to higher judiciary and subsequently came to be regarded as a bulwark for judicial independence. Although fiercely independent in its appointments process, Supreme Court judges retire at the relatively young age of 65 (for High Court judges, the retirement age is 62). Most of these former judges are appointed to various tribunals and fourth branch institutions upon retirement from the judicial office, which are in turn made by the political executive, allowing it significant systemic influence over the career of a judge.

In 2014, the Modi government, with the support of the Opposition, passed a constitutional amendment to overhaul the process of appointments to the higher judiciary. The amendment took away judicial primacy in judicial appointments, and gave the executive an upper hand. In 2015, the Supreme Court struck down the amendment on the grounds of erosion of judicial independence, which is part of the basic structure of the Constitution. While the amendment itself had broad political support, the executive’s retaliation after it was struck down has been conspicuous. The government has since then selectively resisted the elevation
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of nominees who were seen as unfavourable for partisan or ideological reasons. A petition concerning these delays in judicial appointments was pending before the overburdened Supreme Court at the time of writing this article. Its appointment of a retired Chief Justice as the governor of a state – a political appointment – was only the second time a Supreme Court judge was thus appointed, and criticized for its implications for judicial independence.

There were some serious allegations against the government for meddling with judicial function behind the scenes. In January 2018, four of the five senior-most judges of the Indian Supreme Court, who constituted its collegium, held an unprecedented joint press conference. They released an open letter to the fifth member of the collegium, the then Chief Justice of India (CJI), and complained that long-standing conventions governing the CJI’s role as the “master of roster” were being ignored. The Indian Supreme Court sits in benches of varying sizes. While ordinarily the composition of different benches and allocation of cases between them is decided through an automated system, the CJI, as the master of roster, retains the residual power to assign benches. This time, the suggestion was that the CJI may have used his powers to benefit the ruling party and its leaders in certain politically sensitive cases. In particular, there was high drama around the assignment of a case concerning the alleged murder of a trial court judge who was investigating a murder case that implicated the BJP President Amit Shah. The irregular assignment of this case to a bench headed by the then-CJI, which decided that there was no need for further investigation into the case, was one of the primary motivations.

---


for the press conference by the four other members of the collegium.\footnote{Loya Case the Tipping Point, Four SC Judges Say Democracy Is in Danger, WIRE (Jan. 12, 2018), https://thewire.in/law/sc-justices-hold-historic-press-conference-triggered-judge-loya-case.} One of the four senior judges who held the press-conference publicly confirmed after his retirement that they did indeed believe that the CJI was acting under “external influence” and that bench allocations were tainted by “political bias”.\footnote{We Thought Ex-CJI Dipak Misra Was Under ‘External Influences’: Kurian Joseph, WIRE (Dec. 03, 2018), https://thewire.in/law/dipak-misra-kurian-joseph-supreme-court.} Another wrote in a letter to the CJI that:

We, the judges of the Supreme Court of India, are being accused of ceding our independence and our institutional integrity to the Executive’s incremental encroachment. The Executive is always impatient, and brooks no disobedience even of the judiciary if it can. Attempts were always made to treat the Chief Justices as the Departmental Heads in the Secretariat. So much for our “independence and preeminence” as a distinct State organ.\footnote{Aditya AK, Bonhomie Between Judiciary and Government Sounds the Death Knell to Democracy: Chelameswar J in letter to CJI, BAR & BENCH (Mar. 29, 2018), https://barandbench.com/bonhomie-between-judiciary-and-government-sounds-the-death-knell-to-democracy-chelameswar-j-in-letter-to-cji/.
}

Subsequent to the press conference, given the seriousness of the charges, a few members of the parliamentary opposition filed an impeachment motion against the CJI.\footnote{Amy Kazmin, India’s Opposition Moves to Impeach Supreme Court Chief Justice, FINANCIAL TIMES (Apr. 21, 2018), https://www.ft.com/content/90ca99ba-4486-11e8-803a-295c97e6f0d0.} However, India’s Vice President – a former president of the BJP – refused to allow the motion to proceed without even ordering a preliminary investigation into the allegations.\footnote{Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu, Order by the Vice President, (Apr. 23, 2018), https://rajyasabha.nic.in/rsnew/HC_orders_mothion.pdf; Amy Kazmin, Congress Party Motion to Impeach India’s Top Judge Rejected, FINANCIAL TIMES (Apr. 24, 2018), https://www.ft.com/content/ffadea5e-46f6-11e8-8ae9-4b5ddcca99b3.}

While the BJP’s hand in the above-mentioned episode is shrouded in mystery, its role in calling for open defiance of a judicial order is very public. In a 2018 decision, the Supreme Court ordered that women should be allowed to worship in a Hindu temple in Southern India, where women of certain ages were previously prohibited from entering.\footnote{Indian Young Lawyers Association v. The State of Kerala, (2018) SCC OnLine SC 1690.} While the Communist Party government in the state where the temple is located hailed the verdict, BJP President Amit Shah threatened to uproot the state government if it continued to enforce the order by arresting people protesting (and frustrating) the implementation of the Supreme Court’s order (by physically blocking access to...
the temple by female activists).\textsuperscript{123} The BJP also led protests against its enforcement,\textsuperscript{126} resulting in several violent incidents.\textsuperscript{125}

\section*{B Disabling or Capturing the Fourth Branch}

Contemporary constitutions subject the executive to the scrutiny not only of the political opposition and the judiciary, but also of various fourth branch institutions that typically include an auditor-general, an electoral commission, a human rights watchdog, an anti-corruption ombudsman, a chief public prosecutor and so on.\textsuperscript{126} In India, some of these institutions, like the Election Commission, are created by the Constitution itself. Others like the Human Rights Commission, established by statutes, have a quasi-constitutional status. The Modi government has worked systematically to either cripple these institutions to prevent them from performing their accountability-seeking function (often by simply refusing to fill vacancies) or pack them with party ideologues to ensure their institutional capture. The fact that the political executive has an exclusive (or, at least, dominant) say in appointments to most of these institutions has aided the project of ideological capture of these institutions, which are increasingly being staffed by affiliates of the BJP’s parent organization and ideological mentor: the RSS.

\subsection*{1 Lokpal}

After a long drawn anti-corruption movement, the outgoing government headed by the Congress Party enacted the Lokpal and Lokayuktas Act in 2013. This Act aimed to establish an independent anti-graft ombudsman (the Lokpal). Despite the BJP’s prominent role (then as an opposition party) in demanding the legislation, and repeated reprimands by the Supreme Court, the Modi

\textsuperscript{123} Gaurav Mukherjee & Malavika Prasad, \textit{By Threatening Kerala’s Government for Enforcing Sabarimala Order, Amit Shah Breached His Oath as MP}, SCROLL.IN (Nov. 18, 2018), https://scroll.in/article/902308/by-threatening-keralas-government-for-enforcing-sabarimala-order-amit-shah-breached-his-oath-as-mp?fbclid=IwAR1fuAjAzfH1OmEK8VRzcmZ4tsnpYS40nhQj80qetPaUIIf_xNa52UsWVXU.


\textsuperscript{126} Albert & Pal, \textit{supra} note 17.
government failed to appoint a Lokpal for most of its tenure of five years.\textsuperscript{127} The government took more than four years to even establish a search committee,\textsuperscript{128} based on which an appointment was made in the dying days of the first Modi government. In the absence of an official opposition leader, the Opposition was sought to be represented on the selection committee by a special invitee who could attend but not vote – the invitee understandably turned down the insulting invitation.\textsuperscript{129}

2 Central Bureau of Investigation

The CBI is the premier investigative agency in the country.\textsuperscript{130} Despite its crucial role, the Bureau does not stand on a firm constitutional ground.\textsuperscript{131} It is a federal body with police powers in a constitutional scheme where such powers ordinarily reside with state governments.\textsuperscript{132} The complicated legal status not only raises questions about the constitutionality of the Bureau,\textsuperscript{133} but also compromises its independence and accountability.\textsuperscript{134} The Director of the CBI – selected by a committee comprising the Prime Minister, the Leader of Opposition and the CJI –


\textsuperscript{128} Bharti Jain, \textit{Centre Announces 8-Member Search Committee For Lokpal}, \textsc{Times of India} (Sep. 27, 2018), https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/centre-announces-8-member-search-committee-for-lokpal/articleshow/65985596.cms.


\textsuperscript{130} A.G. Noorani, \textit{A Charter for the CBI}, \textsc{Hindu} (Aug. 21, 2013), https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/a-charter-for-the-cbi/article5042518.ece.


\textsuperscript{133} \textit{SC Stays Gauhati High Court Order Declaring CBI Unconstitutional}, \textsc{Indian Express} (Feb. 18, 2018), https://indianexpress.com/article/India/india-others/sc-stays-gauhati-high-court-order-declaring-cbi-unconstitutional/; See Navendra Kumar v. The Union of India, (2013) SCC OnLine Gau 305 ¶ 179 (in which the court declared the establishment of the CBI to be \textit{ultra vires} of the Indian Constitution).

\textsuperscript{134} Manish Tewari, \textit{Is CBI a Legal Entity?}, \textsc{Deccan Chronicle} (Oct. 28, 2018), https://deccanchronicle.com/opinion/columnists/281018/is-cbi-a-legal-entity.html.
enjoys a fixed tenure of two years. However, there is little independence as the Bureau’s administrative control vests with the government.

Allegations of the politicization of the CBI are not new. Previous governments frequently used the CBI to selectively investigate their political adversaries, which led the CJI to describe the body as “a caged parrot speaking in its master’s voice.” Even against the backdrop of this fraught history, the crisis under the Modi government was unprecedented. The top two officers of the agency made allegations of bribery against each other. After the Director of the Bureau filed a case against the Deputy Director, the latter complained to the government about the former. The government reacted to this by sending both top officials on indefinite leave despite the legally-guaranteed fixed tenure of the CBI Director. The Government’s justification was that since the top two officers were at loggerheads, sending the officers on forced leave was essential to conduct an impartial inquiry into the charges levelled against them. The CBI Director approached the Supreme Court, challenging the government’s decision, where he also claimed that the government was exercising its influence to interfere with the CBI’s functioning. Opposition parties alleged that the suspension of the CBI Director was an orchestrated attempt to thwart investigation into recent corruption allegations against the government. In less than 48 hours after the Supreme Court invalidated his suspension, the committee empowered to appoint the director

---
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unceremoniously removed him from office by a two-to-one vote.\textsuperscript{145} The Supreme Court judge who added his vote to the Prime Minister to supply the majority had been offered an attractive post-retirement job by the government,\textsuperscript{146} an offer he rejected after media reports connected the two developments.\textsuperscript{147} Such was the level of distrust that two states forbade the CBI from conducting any investigations within their jurisdiction without their express permission.\textsuperscript{148}

3 Central Information Commission

In 2005, India passed the Right to Information Act after a long-drawn social campaign led by civil society activists.\textsuperscript{149} The Act, aimed at increasing transparency and accountability, requires a timely response to citizen enquiries from “public authorities.”\textsuperscript{150} In order to oversee compliance and resolve disputes pertaining to information requests, the Act also establishes the office of Information Commissioners at both federal and state levels. The Commissioners have the powers of a civil court and can direct a public authority to disclose information it is legally required to disclose.\textsuperscript{151} In order to maintain their independence from the government, the commissioners’ “salaries, allowances, and other terms and conditions” are protected by the Act.\textsuperscript{152}

In 2014, after assuming office, the government entrusted the Commission’s financial powers to a governmental department, which was restored to the Commission within a year, but only after protests by activists and opposition
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Later, in 2018, the government introduced an amendment bill to give to itself significant discretion to determine salaries, perks, and tenures of the commissioners.\textsuperscript{154} The Commission continued to work seriously understaffed because of numerous unfilled vacancies.\textsuperscript{155} In its judgement in early 2019,\textsuperscript{156} the Supreme Court castigated both the amendment and the failure to fill vacancies in order to frustrate the purposes of the Act, stating that:

\begin{quote}
By not filing up vacancies in information commissions in a timely manner, the Central and State Governments are frustrating the very purpose of the RTI Act as receiving information in a time-bound manner is the essence of the law.\textsuperscript{157}
\end{quote}

Notwithstanding this judicial reproach, the Modi Government saw the enactment of the Right to Information (Amendment) Act 2019 within a few months of the start of its second, more confident and less cautious, tenure. The transparency commission has been effectively downgraded from an autonomous fourth-branch quasi-constitutional body to a department of a governmental ministry.

\section*{4 Senior Bureaucracy}

A non-partisan bureaucracy which can provide frank and fearless advice to the political executive is crucial for impartial implementation of laws and policies. The top bureaucracy in India is filled by senior officers initially selected by competitive examinations at the entry level, conducted by an independent constitutional body called the Union Public Services Commission.\textsuperscript{158} This system of appointments has, to some degree, protected civil services from political influence – although appointments to senior bureaucracy are indeed political, the pool from which candidates
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may be chosen has been limited and professional.\textsuperscript{159} However, the Modi Government introduced a direct lateral-entry system, calling upon “talented and motivated Indian nationals” from various professional backgrounds to apply for high-ranking positions in the federal government bureaucracy.\textsuperscript{160} Despite a specialized constitutional body for public services, the government retained the power of appointment for this parallel system to itself. Several commentators criticized this move as a return of the spoils’ system in which civil service positions may be awarded to party supporters by bypassing the constitutionally mandated mechanism.\textsuperscript{161} Yet again, a move designed to facilitate the partisan capture of a state institution was justified in terms of managerial rationales such as efficiency and diversity of talent.

5 National Statistical Commission

The National Statistical Commission saw two of its members resign in protest after the government disallowed the publication of its report on unemployment.\textsuperscript{162} This left the Commission with only two remaining members, one of whom was an ex-officio member. The leaked report allegedly reported skyrocketing unemployment figures under the Modi government.\textsuperscript{163}
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6 Reserve Bank of India

The importance of the independence of the central bank to a democracy is especially noted by Lijphart in his classic work *Patters of Democracy*.\(^{164}\) He notes that “independent banks are widely considered to be better at controlling inflation and maintaining price stability than banks that are dependent on the executive.”\(^{165}\) The RBI is India’s central bank and in charge of the country’s monetary policy. While previous governments have had disagreements with the bank, they usually managed to reach compromises through negotiations behind closed doors.\(^{166}\) During Modi’s tenure, the relationship between the government and the Bank was fraught with several public stand-offs, which soared after the government’s demonetization policy (invalidating 86% currency notes) was implemented without prior approval from the Bank.\(^{167}\) Other policy disagreements concerned interest rates, bad debt crisis of Indian public sector banks, setting up a separate regulator for payment wallets, and most importantly, cutting the RBI reserves.\(^{168}\) In 2016, the then independent-minded RBI Governor Raghuram Rajan resigned after it was made clear to him that he did not have the government’s confidence.\(^{169}\) The government continued to clash on the issue of central bank reserves with his successor, Urjit Patel, who it itself had appointed.

---
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The level of governmental interference can be gauged by the highly unusual move of the Deputy Governor of the Bank, making a strong case for the independence of the central banks in a public speech in 2018. According to some commentators, the government’s attack on the RBI’s reserve was motivated by its political need to increase public spending on populist policies before the 2019 general elections. The government threatened to invoke its never-before-used statutory power to issue a binding directive to the RBI. The threat of the directive, and pressure from the government’s allies packed into the Bank’s board to corner the governor, forced a compromise of sorts where the government mostly got its way. Ultimately, Governor Patel also resigned. His successor, Shaktikanta Das, was a career bureaucrat, unlike his two economist predecessors. With a pliant governor finally in place, the RBI relented to fund the government’s election-season projects.
V Silencing Discursive Accountability Mechanisms

While the independence of fourth branch institutions has some legal protection in India, the media, universities, and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) that are critical to seeking diagonal accountability from the executive have been extremely vulnerable. The Indian judiciary has a mixed record of defending press freedom or academic freedom, and its free speech jurisprudence has been rather flexible. While every previous government has sought to control and influence these civil society institutions, the scale of the countrywide attacks— including violent attacks— on discursive institutions between 2014 and 2019 was unprecedented, excepting only the Emergency years under Indira Gandhi.

The BJP, its cultural-ideological mentor the RSS, and numerous sister organizations that help with political mobilization and supply politically-expedient violence with arm’s-length deniability together constitute the Sangh Parivaar (the “family of the Sangh [RSS]”). The Sangh Parivaar has a long history of hostility to freedom of expression. Acting as a self-appointed censor, it has used legal, extra-legal and illegal means to target artists, academics, journalists, and activists seen (through its expansive lens) as denigrating Hinduism or Indian culture. Even before the BJP’s electoral victory in 2014, for example, Sangh Parivaar outfits managed to bully Penguin to recall and pulp a book titled “On Hinduism,” authored by Wendy Doniger, a professor of religion at the University of Chicago.

What changed with power in 2014 was that the targets of its censorship came to include not only cultural and ideological enemies, but also political opponents, and the weapons became more potent. An academic, an activist, and a journalist were, for example, booked for sedition after protesting against a divisive bill seeking to amend India’s citizenship law.


A Attacks on Universities and Academic Freedom

The University Grants Commission ("UGC") is a statutory body set up to set standards, promote and monitor higher education, and allocate grants to universities for the purposes of research, teaching and infrastructure.\(^{181}\) Although not completely independent, the UGC enjoys a limited degree of autonomy. For instance, its chairperson has a fixed tenure,\(^{182}\) and it does not normally need any authorization by the federal government regarding the exercising of its powers.\(^{183}\)

In June 2018, the government released the draft of a new legislation that would have overhauled the entire regulatory scheme for higher education.\(^{184}\) Under the draft bill, the new regulator would enjoy limited institutional autonomy.\(^{185}\) While this draft was shelved after protests, in the same year, the government issued a directive to public universities to implement Central Civil Services Rules for their employees. This meant that, like civil servants, academics employed by public universities would not be allowed to criticize the government or its policies.\(^{186}\) Amid severe protests that such measure would undermine academic freedom, the government declared that the directive was recommendatory, not mandatory.\(^{187}\) Similarly, the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development briefed Vice-Chancellors of central universities to “discourage research in irrelevant areas” and focus PhD research on “national priorities” instead, prompting the Central University of Kerala to draft an approved list of PhD topics.\(^{188}\) Using its executive powers, the government also withheld special funding from key universities,

\(^{181}\) University Grants Commission Act, No. 3 of 1956, § 12.

\(^{182}\) Id. § 6.

\(^{183}\) Id. § 20.

\(^{184}\) The Higher Education Commission of India Bill, 2018 (Repeal of University Grants Commission Act, No. 3 of 1956).


\(^{187}\) Id.

\(^{188}\) HRD Says PhDs Only on ‘National Priority’ Topics, Kerala Prof Quits Central Univ Board, INDIAN EXPRESS (Mar. 24, 2019), https://indianexpress.com/article/education/hrd-says-phds-only-on-national-priority-topics-kerala-prof-quits-central-univ-board-5639915/?fbclid=IwAR0tcnztNPZZhyVc4mHSbLxL0PFkQryk0phGAcQeSijkO9IfOPSSvWMBlo.
allegedly for blatantly partisan reasons – basically, private universities whose patrons were seen as anti-Modi had their funding withdrawn.\footnote{Neelam Pandey, \textit{Intelligence Bureau Red-Flags PVT Universities Seeking Eminence Tag for Anti-Modi Patrons}, ThePrint (Jan. 28, 2019), \url{https://theprint.in/governance/intelligence-bureau-red-flags-pvt-universities-seeking-eminence-tag-for-anti-modi-patrons/184151/?fbclid=IwAR1H19OKdET_ZgcLh5AfcYyU6soCIWbQ_AlpW2UKDvXuLgnfzaza2l_4}.

The government was also extremely enthusiastic in bringing sedition charges against students and academics for mere speeches.\footnote{See generally Nandini Sundar, \textit{Academic Freedom and Indian Universities}, 53 \textit{ECON. \\& POL. Wkly.} 16 (2018); Partha Chatterjee, \textit{Freedom of Speech in University}, 51 \textit{ECON. \\& POL. Wkly.} 35, 35–37 (2016).} The Jawaharlal Nehru University in Delhi, a prestigious public university that has often been regarded as the bastion of left-wing ideology, especially drew the government’s ire. A new university administration was put in place in 2016 to disrupt its internal functions, and, some claim, to compromise academic freedom.\footnote{Arunima G., \textit{The Battle for JNU’s Soul}, WIRE (Dec. 25, 2018), \url{https://thewire.in/education/the-battle-for-jnu-soul}.} Five of its students were charged with sedition for protesting the execution of a Kashmiri separatist (and allegedly shouting “anti-India” slogans during the protest). The university itself was labelled “anti-national.”\footnote{Heena Kausar \\& Shradha Chettri, \textit{JNU Row a Year Later: Kanhaiya to Khalid, How Lives of five Students Changed}, HINDUSTAN TIMES (Mar. 2, 2017), \url{https://www.hindustantimes.com/delhi-news/jnu-protests-a-year-on-how-the-feb-9-anti-national-event-changed-five-lives/story-4jbNO1ByQtC9B8XbOMFFUK.html}.} This despite a Magistrate’s report confirming that no such slogans were shouted: even if they were, the law on sedition is contravened only if the impugned speech has the tendency to incite violence.\footnote{Despite SC’s Stance on Sedition, Charge Slapped on JNU’s Kanhaiya Kumar, Others, WIRE (Jan. 15, 2019), \url{https://thewire.in/rights/despite-sc-stance-on-sedition-charge-slapped-on-jnus-kanhaiya-kumar-others}.} A well-known politics professor at the university, Nivedita Menon, faced prolonged vilification in the pro-government media for being “anti-national” after she publicly supported the students.\footnote{Jahnavi Sen, \textit{‘Vilification’ of JNU Professor Nivedita Menon as ‘Anti-National’ Labelling Continues}, WIRE (Mar. 15, 2016), \url{https://thewire.in/politics/vilification-of-jnu-professor-nivedita-menon-as-anti-national-labelling-continues}.} Another university that was singled out was the Aligarh Muslim University. Fourteen of its students were booked for sedition after clashing with journalists from the pro-government television network Republic TV.\footnote{14 Aligarh Muslim University Students Booked for Sedition After Fracas with Republic TV Crew, SCROLL.\textsc{In} (Feb. 13, 2019), \url{https://scroll.in/latest/913063/14-aligarh-muslim-university-students-booked-for-sedition-after-fracas-with-republic-tv-crew}.}
As in other spheres, the government took many small steps toward institutional capture in the education field – some invited vociferous protests or judicial intervention, and had to be rolled back. Others managed to stick.

B Silencing Independent Media

Governments and political parties using an imperfect guarantee of free speech to harass journalists is not new in India. What changed under the Modi regime was the scale, severity, and systemicity of these responses.\(^\text{196}\) The BJP maintains a comprehensive list of individual Indian journalists and classifies them as pro-BJP or anti-BJP.\(^\text{197}\) Instead of using the much-abused law against criminal defamation to silence journalists, even more diabolical colonial-era laws, such as the one criminalizing sedition, were deployed.\(^\text{198}\) In a system where the criminal process can take several years before a final verdict is arrived at, safeguards built into the substantive law lose much of their value: the process becomes the punishment. The Milli Gazette was harassed through the criminal process so much after it exposed an official policy of anti-Muslim discrimination in a government department that it felt compelled to end its print run.\(^\text{199}\) Media houses were pressurized, sometimes successfully, to let go of unbending editors.\(^\text{200}\) Some uncompromising editors, like Gauri Lankesh, were murdered by goons belonging to sister
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organizations affiliated to the Sangh Parivaar.\textsuperscript{201} Self-censorship also grew – two large newspapers published and then removed stories on a report by Reporters Without Borders which had claimed that the Indian press had become less free under Prime Minister Modi.\textsuperscript{202}

The CBI (an investigative agency that is, as we have already seen, tightly controlled by the government) conducted four simultaneous raids in the offices and residences connected to the news corporation, NDTV. While the CBI stated loan defaults as the ostensible reason for such raids, several senior media personalities, highlighting NDTV’s anti-government stance, argued that the raids amounted to political harassment and that the government has not been so enthusiastic with its raids on other loan defaulters.\textsuperscript{203}

The violence against the media was also expressive. A Minister in Modi’s cabinet characterized journalists as “presstitutes.”\textsuperscript{204} A major BBC report on fake news in India concluded that “[o]n the network analysis map produced during this research, we see that many more of the Twitter handles that have published fake news sit in the pro-BJP cluster, than in the anti-BJP cluster.”\textsuperscript{205}

All this is just what is in the public domain and may well be the tip of the iceberg. Behind-the-scenes attempts to capture or silence media organizations – especially those that function outside the Delhi-centric national discourse – are very difficult to document, but are likely afoot. Discursive freedoms – never robust in India to begin with – suffered especially under the Modi regime. Conscious of the climate of hatred and violence being created, the former President Pranab


Mukherjee, before and since his retirement in 2017, made repeated public calls for greater tolerance in political discourse.206

C Confronting NGOs and other Civil Society Actors

The Modi government vehemently repressed certain civil society organizations. It cancelled foreign contributions licences of more than 20,000 NGOs,207 making them ineligible to receive foreign funding.208 Some NGOs were in genuine violation of the law – for instance, by failing to submit their accounts.209 However, many of these licences were cancelled under a vaguely worded provision, which empowers the government to do so if such cancellation was “necessary in the public interest.”210 Many organizations against which this provision was used were engaged in human rights advocacy, frequently targeting the government for its human rights breaches.211 NGOs were raided, harassed, or worse, including reputed international ones like Amnesty and Greenpeace.212 While the government was harsh on civil society organizations, without a trace of irony it enthusiastically allowed foreign contributions to political parties, a move that mainly benefited the BJP.


210 Foreign Contributions Regulation Act, No. 42 of 2010, § 14(1)(c).


When Bollywood actor Aamir Khan raised concerns about the growing climate of intolerance in the country,213 the backlash that followed was vicious.214 A minister in the Modi government pretty much owned and justified this backlash, saying that “if anyone speaks like this, he has to be taught a lesson of his life.”215 Activist Anand Teltumbde was arrested despite a Supreme Court order forbidding the state from doing so – he was released only after a lower court intervened to characterize the arrest as contempt of court.216

BJP-controlled state governments, which retain control of police powers, repeatedly used their powers of search and seizure against several other human rights and media organizations, who had taken a stand against BJP policies and actions.217 Going beyond search and seizure, the BJP-ruled state governments also used their police powers to arrest several human rights lawyers and activists, describing them as “urban Maoists.”218 The BJP government in Assam brought 245 sedition cases in less than two years in power.219 Leaders of anti-religious “rationalist” movements were murdered by Sangh Parivaar affiliates.220

Muslim citizens were lynched for allegedly possessing or consuming beef,\(^{221}\) which inspired over fifty film-makers, writers, and others to return their national awards in protest.\(^{222}\) Despite several allegations against Hindu nationalist groups, the federal and state governments were unable or unwilling to check, punish, credibly investigate, or even condemn vigilante violence.\(^{223}\) In fact, many BJP lawmakers publicly expressed support for some of these groups.\(^{224}\)

It is the extensive use of violence and criminality against discursive actors that distinguishes democratic deconsolidation in India from similar efforts elsewhere, chiefly Hungary and Poland.

**Conclusion**

The BJP government incrementally but systemically attacked nearly all existing mechanisms that are in place to hold the political executive to account, either by ensuring that these mechanisms became subservient to the political executive or were captured by party loyalists. Almost all the techniques of what Sadurski calls the 21st century authoritarian’s “playbook” were deployed.\(^{225}\) Section II shows that the electoral level-playing field was skewed to give the ruling party an advantage. In Section III, we see that the political Opposition was constrained, especially by targeting the offices and institutions in which it still held sway (such as the upper chamber in the federal parliament, state governments it controlled, and the office of the Leader of Opposition). Section IV outlines the government’s attack on


\(^{224}\) Id.

(ideally) non-partisan accountability-seeking institutions, such as the judiciary and fourth branch bodies. Section V details its silencing of discursive bodies, such as the media, universities, and NGOs. The combined reading of all these efforts makes it very difficult to deny a systemic blueprint to comprehensively secure executive aggrandizement and party-state fusion in India. With multiple small steps, the state is being identified with the party, and patriotism with the BJP’s narrowly-defined majoritarian nationalism.226 Opponents of the party are being labelled anti-national, or traitors,227 and independent institutions billed as ineffective, corrupt, and inefficient. An ostensible developmental agenda was used to justify the defanging of institutions that allegedly got in the way of delivering welfare to the people.

The tools for inflicting the thousand cuts differed. Measures that sought to undermine electoral accountability chiefly sought legislative or constitutional change. On the other hand, while some assaults on the institutional accountability mechanisms were indeed sought through legal and constitutional change, many of them pushed against established precedents, practices, and ways of doing things that were not necessarily illegal, but certainly a breach of constitutional civility or comity.228 Many of these acts were not so much unconstitutional (although some clearly were), but constitutionally shameless. By claiming to be the sole repository of legitimate state power, the political executive refused to respect any autonomous zone of operation for other state institutions. Attacks on discursive institutions were either plainly violent and illegal, or used the protracted and often draconian criminal law process itself as punishment. While the constitutional and legislative changes that succeeded are likely to be stickier, other actions of the government also created precedents for future administrations to cite in legitimizing their own excesses – just as this government cited the excesses of its own predecessors even as it scaled them up to new levels of abuse.

The Constitution was being killed with a thousand cuts. This became possible in part because of some original design flaws in the Constitution (such as the centrally appointed office of the Governor and the inadequate protection of opposition rights), the failure of key institutional watchdogs to do their duty, and political failure of the Opposition to launch a united resistance. Responding to these multiple, small-scale, incremental assaults is very difficult for checking
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228 Tushnet, supra note 48; Timothy Endicott, Comity Among Authorities, 68 CURRENT LEGAL PROBS. 1 (2015).
institutions. Seen in isolation, each assault is relatively unthreatening to the constitutional scheme taken as a whole, especially when many of these abuses have been inflicted on the Constitution by previous governments as well. What set them apart was their systemicity – that so many of them were launched against constitutional institutions simultaneously and in an evidently choreographed fashion.\textsuperscript{229}

None of this is to deny the resistance that the government faced, from state institutions as well as from the political opposition and discursive organizations. Many of its attempts on the Constitution failed precisely because of this resistance.\textsuperscript{230} But there is need to take stock of the political and institutional weaknesses in the Indian constitutional scheme that allowed or facilitated a lot of this to happen. Indira Gandhi’s excesses in the 1970s were undone politically, because she lost the general elections in 1977 to a united opposition, allowing the short-lived Janata Party government to reverse her authoritarian moves by the Constitution (44th Amendment) Act 1978. Narendra Modi, on the other hand, not only won, but increased his majority, in the 2019 general elections. In the early days of his second regime, it appears that his government has given up on the incremental techniques for constitutional evisceration that were a hallmark of his first term in office. Not only has the government moved swiftly to enact and concretize some of its proposals from its first term, it has also thrown caution to the wind by downgrading Kashmir’s constitutionally-guaranteed autonomous status following a preposterous procedure, effectively amending the Constitution through executive action.\textsuperscript{231}

Ultimately, the three modes of seeking executive accountability ensure that today’s political losers can be tomorrow’s winners. They provide political insurance to the losing side, giving them hope of future victories, and thereby securing their consent to play by the rules of the democratic game and resolve disputes politically rather than violently.\textsuperscript{232} Undermining democratic checks ultimately risks authoritarianism, and is therefore inefficient as well as unpatriotic. The people of India publicly and communally reciting the Preamble to their

\textsuperscript{229} See generally Why Modi Must Go, NAT’L HERALD (Mar. 16, 2019), https://www.nationalheraldindia.com/opinion/why-modi-must-go-2?fbclid=IwAR0zrg_Utv91ePUjYrGuRtOGKt19attdV20RCtZgaYH2fB02Gh3eF71Ws.


\textsuperscript{231} Balu Nair, Abrogation of Article 370: Can the President Act without the Recommendation of the Constituent Assembly?, 3 INDIAN L. REV. 254 (2019).

Constitution in continuing protests that have erupted across the country since December 2019 appear to understand this, even as India’s dithering institutions fail to grasp the enormity of the stakes, or are unable or unwilling to do very much about it.
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